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UTC214

Product overview
Use this rolling utility tool cart to provide safe and convenient storage for your most used tools. This tool service
cart can be selected with or without drawers, and the drawers are equipped with smooth sliding ball bearing
drawer slides. Utility tool cart select chemical resistant powder coating, the smooth powder coating surface is
waterproof and easy to clean. The top of the mechanic tool cart has a lot of space for everyday items. The 4''
casters are strong, durable, heavy-duty and easy to move the tool service cart.
1. The tray on the top of the tool roll cart provides a lot of space for tools and daily necessities.
2. The tool utility cart can be selected with or without drawers, with drawers equipped with ball bearing slides and
safety locks.
3. The chemical-resistant powder coating is waterproof, rust-proof and easy to scrub.
4. All trays and drawers are equipped with EVA non-slip drawer liners to reduce damage to tools and scratches to
panels.
5. The tool cart trolley is equipped with 4'' casters, which are strong, durable, and have good bearing capacity,
making it very smooth to move.
6. Each rolling mechanics tool cart is equipped with side handles for easy pushing.
7. The logo and color of rolling utility tool cart can be customized.
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Specification

UTC214 Rolling Utility Tool Cart

width depth height unit

overall 760 430 1030 mm

package 995 470 460 mm

1 drawer 682 372 100 mm

1 drawer 682 372 48 mm

2 drawers 326 372 48 mm

top tray 682 372 75.3 mm

Bottom tray 756 426 76.5 mm

N.W. G.W. 20' container 40' container

35.5kg 41kg 144pcs 300pcs

OEM/ODM Acceptable

Certificate ISO9001

Experience Since 1992


